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This presentation includes certain statements, estimates, targets and projections that reflect Qlik management’s 

assumptions concerning anticipated future performance of Qlik. Such statements, estimates, targets and projections 

are based on significant assumptions and subjective judgments concerning anticipated results, which are inherently 

subject to risks, variability and contingencies, many of which are beyond the control of Qlik, Thoma Bravo and any of 

Qlik’s current or future direct or indirect owners. These assumptions and judgments may or may not prove to be 

correct and there can be no assurance that any projected results are attainable or will be realized. Qlik, Thoma Bravo, 

and each of their respective representatives and affiliates expressly disclaim any and all liability with respect to 

information contained in or omitted from this presentation. None of Qlik or Thoma Bravo, nor their respective 

representatives or affiliates, make any representations and/or warranties, whether express or implied, with respect to 

this presentation, the information contained herein or omitted herefrom. Qlik undertakes no intention or obligation to 

update or revise any statements made in this presentation, whether as a result of new information, future events or 

otherwise, and such statements should not be relied upon as representing Qlik's views as of any date subsequent to 

the date of this presentation. Further, this presentation is intended to outline Qlik’s general product direction and 

should not be relied on in making a purchase decision, as the development, release, and timing of any features or 

functionality described for our products remains at our sole discretion.

© 2019 QlikTech International AB. All rights reserved. Qlik®, Qlik Sense®, QlikView®, QlikTech®, Qlik Cloud®, Qlik DataMarket®, Qlik Analytics Platform®, 

Qlik NPrinting®, Qlik Connectors®, Qlik GeoAnalytics®, Qlik Core®, Associative Difference®, Lead with Data™, Qlik Data Catalyst™, Qlik Associative Big 

Data Index™, Qlik Insight Bot™ and the QlikTech logos are trademarks of QlikTech International AB that, where indicated by an “®”, have been registered in 

one or more countries. Other marks and logos mentioned herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
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Developer Experience
Advanced Authoring capabilities
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Authoring use cases
Enabling the developer experience for different roles

An engaged consumer
Viewing, searching, using, exploring, acting

A self-sufficient producer
Discovering, enriching, expanding, prototyping

An empowered developer
Mastering, transforming, cleaning, building, 

integrating, extending, providing
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New capabilities since Qonnections 2018

Expression Editor Actions & NavigationSelectionsLayout

• Change grid size with existing 
objects

• Extended sheets (scrollable)

• Customization of sheet sizes in 
pixel

• Turn off responsive design at 
the sheet level

• Objects render in the given width 
and height of a sheet, not the 
browser window scaling.

• Better control in visualizations

• Show and hide columns in tables

• Search for all options

• Distinct and Total 

• More aggregation functions in 
the Fields section

• Set Expression option to add 
current selections as Set 
Analysis

• Improved functions section

• New Set Expression section

• Improved Variable section

• $ sign expansion to validate 
the expression

• Links to Help on functions in 
the editor

• Default bookmarks

• Comparative analysis

• Alternate States allows multiple 
selection states for the same field in 
the data model

• Exposed Set Analysis and 
expression improvements

• Current selections

• Bookmarks

• Always one value selected

• Single value selection for a 
particular field

• Information density for hybrid 
device

• Usability improvements – new 
client navigation

• Copy cell value to Clipboard
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More use cases can be solved out of the box
Reducing the need for mashups or extensions

Qlik Sense User

I have less external 

integrations to manage It is easier to 

maintain my apps

Development is 

now faster. I am 

more productive

I have more options 

to meet the analysis 

requirements
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Improvements to the Expression editor
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Improvements to the Expression editor
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Extended sheets and layout options

Qlik Sense sheets can be extended, meaning they will allow the user to 

scroll vertically and have more space for visualizations.

It is also possible to turn off the responsive design for a sheet and set 

width and height in pixels. This will change the behavior of how objects 

render within a given sheet area, removing the relation between the 

browser/screen window size.

Mobile device mode remains the same.
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Conditional Show on All Pivot table columns
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Default Bookmarks

Qlik Sense applications can now 

have a starting selection, a 

bookmark can be set as default 

which is applied when the 
application is opened.
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Comparative Analysis
Alternate States

Alternate states allow you to make different selections on the same dimension, and compare the selections in a single 

visualization or in two or more visualizations side by side.

Alternate States are a new type of Master Item and once created, can be applied on sheets or visualization objects. There is 

also the possibility of applying an alternate state to an expression, using set analysis.
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Exposed set analysis

Set analysis offers a way of defining a set (or group) of data values that is 

different from the normal set defined by the current selections.

In the Qlik Sense November 2018 release, the capability of inserting a set 

statement generated from current selections or bookmarks into 

expressions was introduced. This allows developers and self-sufficient 

producers to rest assure their expressions have the correct syntax.
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Always one value selected

The new Qlik Sense Fields Settings allow developers to 

enable the "Always one selected value" for a particular field.

Always one selected value can be used in applications that 

require better controls for conditions in expressions, 

localization requirements (e.g. different languages for 

labels), and other guided analytics use cases that could 

benefit from a single value being allowed as a selection.
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Navigation

Qlik Sense now has a single page application flow. You can 

move between Data, Analysis, and Story spaces without 

reloading the page. This creates fluid and natural navigation 

for end users and developers, with fewer clicks and faster 

time to insights. 

Touch screen mode allows 

extensions and mashup to 

identify what type of device is 

being used and change the 

behavior of specific actions.

This is a area that will evolve to 

allow more information density in 

the client.
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Extension Bundles
Native and supported extensions
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Dashboard Bundle
User interface components for dashboard design

• Improve support for guided analytics

• Rapid delivery, six components in one milestone

• Cover for the most wanted features

• Button for navigation

• Date Picker

• On-Demand reporting

• Share button

• Show/Hide Container

• Tabbed Container

• Variable Input
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Visualization Bundle
New chart types for visualizations

• Funnel chart

• Heatmap chart

• Multi KPI

• Network chart

• Radar chart

• Sankey chart

• Word Cloud chart

• Bullet chart 

• Bar & Area chart
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Engage and Collaborate
Ways to provide feedback and get help 
using the new capabilities
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Community

https://community.qlik.com/t5/Qlik-Sense-Advanced-Authoring/bd-p/qlik-sense-advanced-authoring

Collaborate with other on Qlik Community. The Qlik 

Sense Advanced Authoring board is available under:

Qlik Product Forums

Qlik Sense

Community MVPs, Qlik Support and Product 

Management are constantly monitoring the 

discussions and your feedback can help us improve 
the product.



Thank You

Stay in the know on Qlik product 
innovations. Register for our quarterly 
webinar series.

qlik.com/QlikInsider

Want to learn more? Check out these resources: 

Connect with Qlik enthusiasts around the 
world. Learn, share and explore. 
Register today.

community.qlik.com
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Breakout Session 
Survey

We strive to improve the event each 

year and are interested in hearing 

your feedback on this session.  

To access the session survey please 

log into the mobile app and click this 

session on your personal agenda. 

Click the Survey button in the top 

menu to complete the survey.

We thank you in advance!



Thank You


